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THEMATIC MAP TYPES POSSIBLE FOR MARS: MARS-94 MISSION 
CARTOGRAPHIC PERSPECTIVES 

G. A. Burba Vernadsky Institute, Moscow 117975, Russia 

The forthcoming Russia's-spacecraft-based international 
MARS-94 mission to Mars is planned to image the planet with 
two TV-cameras designed at DLR, Germany [1,2]. These images 
could be used to produce the diverse thematic maps of Mars 
at 1:100,000 to 1:1,000,000 scales [ 3 ] .  The possible types of 
such maps are discussed to provide a basis for a future work. 

The potential thematic maps of Mars could be divided into 
two main groups: (i) solid body maps, and (ii) atmosphere maps. 
SOLID BODY MAPS group consists of two principal subgroups: 

- surface characteristic maps, and 
- subsurface characteristic maps. 

ATMOSPHERE MAPS group consists of one principal subgroup: 
- atmosphere characteristic maps. 

There are two more subgroups of maps which are intermediate 
in thematics between the subgroups listed above: 

- atmosphere/surface interaction maps, and 
- surface/subsurface feature maps. 

This classification of five principal subgroups of Martian 
thematic map types is presented at fig. 1. The short descrption 
of the five subgroups is given below. 

ATMOSPHERE- CHARACTERISTIC MAPS include maps of wind, 
pressure, temperature, dust, etc. The maps could be of analytic 
type (portraying direction, speed, value, duration, dynamics, 
abundance, composition, particle size, etc.), or of synthetic 
type (zones, types, seasonal parameters, daily changes, etc.). 

SURFACE CHARACTERISTIC . MAPS - include three main families: 
(1) optical characteristics of the surface; 
(2) surface relief and/or topography; 
(3) surface material parameters (other than optical). 

SUBSURFACE CHARACTERISTIC MAPS are to portray first of all 
ground ice. Two families could be outlined: 
(1) depth of ice-bearing layers; 
(2) ice content at the different depths. 

ATMOSPHERE/SURFACE INTERACTION-MAPS present both gaseous 
and solid parts of Mars through the three main families of maps: 
(1) aeolian features; 
(2) surface rocks weathering; 
(3) polar caps. 

SURFACE/SUBSURFACE FEATURE MAPS include two main families: 
(1) geologic/geomorphic features; 
(2) permafrost features. 

REFERENCES: 1. G.Neukum et al. High Resolution Stereo Camera 
(HRSC), Mars 94 Mission. Consolidated Phase A Conception. 
Part A: Science Description. DLR, 1990. 
2. G.Neukum et al. The HRSC [/WAOSS] Data System Concept. Data 
Processing & Data Management (Draft Version). DLR, 1991. 
3. G.A.Burba et al. Forthcoming mapping of Mars with MARS-94 
mission: Study of cartographic products needed to utilize HRSC 
and WAOSS scientific data and the ways of their cartographic 
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Fig. 1. Classification of possible map types for Mars 

Diverse types of thematic maps could be produced 
for Mars or its areas with the forthcoming image and other 
data obtained with MARS-94 mission 
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